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When it comes to dieting the most important thing is to be realistic. If you won't actually stick to
the diet you won't lose weight. That is why I call this the 'realist' diet. This cookbook is filled with
recipes and meals that will fill you up and keep you satisfied, and all of them are under 300
calories! This means you can have 4 meals and stay under 1000 calories for the day. Now that is
a diet you can live with.



less than^300Calorie MealsCopyright © 2015, 2019by: Vanessa Kittlee.s.p.
pressColoradoCover by Erin GroomsContentsIntroductionZucchini FettuccineZucchini
Fettuccine with Roasted Eggplant Basil PestoZucchini Fettuccine with ShrimpsZucchini
Spaghetti in Spicy Thai SoupBasic Vegetable StockZucchini Fritters Cauliflower Fritters
Cauliflower PureeRatatouilleLettuce Tortillas with black beans and cornScalloped
PotatoesVeggie FrittataSoupsPotato Leek Soup (vichyssoise)Summer Garden MinestroneFresh
Green Bean SoupAsparagus SoupOnion SoupRoasted Onion SoupYellow or Orange Tomato
SoupRoasted Tomato SoupSpinach SoupZucchini SoupBroccoli SoupCauliflower Soup with
BasilMushroom SoupCorn ChowderButternut Squash SoupCarrot SoupSalads, Lunches, and
SidesBasic Red Wine VinaigretteFruit and Vegetable ReductionsSweet basil VinaigretteFruit
ReductionsTomato Eggplant CapreseRoasted Tomato and Eggplant SpreadBeet and Orange
saladFennel and Orange SaladFennel and Pear SaladPoached Pear Salad with WalnutsWaldorf
Salad for TwoThai cucumber saladSautéed Corn and Balsamic Salad"Chef's Salad"Super Low-
Cal tuna and pea saladSome Favorite SnacksCrab stuffed flounder with Wasa crumbsSeared
Wasabi soy ginger tuna steakAbout the Author:Appendix: Calorie CounterIntroductionWhen
dieting I always have the best results when I keep at or under 1000 calories a day. If, for example,
you are burning 2000 calories a day in your normal activities, and you are eating 1000, this will
equal approximately 2 pounds a week of weight loss, which most nutritionists will say is what
you can safely lose. It is important to note that I am not a nutritionist, so before embarking on any
diet I would recommend speaking with your doctor to make sure it will be healthy for you.The
way I approach dieting is as a realist. I know that I will not be satisfied unless I get to experience
a lot of chewing and swallowing with a large amount of food volume. The trick is to keep the
calories low while still providing the experience of eating a lot of food, and it is not easy. Those
calories add up quickly if you are staying under 1000 for the day!All of the recipes in this
collection come in under 300 calories. The idea is to provide a varied and satisfying selection
that you can mix and match into 3 or 4 meals for the day while staying under 1000 calories total. I
don't believe that any calorie is more special than any other. It is simply a matter of
mathematics. If you consume 1000 calories and burn 2000 you will lose weight. If those calories
come from pasta then you will be eating a very tiny amount of pasta and will feel deprived. If they
come from lean protein you will be able to eat more and feel less deprived. If they come from low
calorie vegetables you will be able to eat a large amount and not feel deprived at all, giving you
an excellent chance at sticking to your diet.Unless stated all of the recipes serve 2 people and
the calories listed in the ingredients section are the total for both of those people (2 servings). I
always recommend using sea salt and fresh ground pepper in all of these recipes. Ingredients
that have under 5 calories per person are only listed in the final total calories for the meal.Calorie
totals listed at the end of each recipe are per person (1 serving).
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Basil PestoZucchini Fettuccine with ShrimpsZucchini Spaghetti in Spicy Thai SoupBasic
Vegetable StockZucchini Fritters Cauliflower Fritters Cauliflower PureeRatatouilleLettuce
Tortillas with black beans and cornScalloped PotatoesVeggie FrittataSoupsPotato Leek Soup
(vichyssoise)Summer Garden MinestroneFresh Green Bean SoupAsparagus SoupOnion
SoupRoasted Onion SoupYellow or Orange Tomato SoupRoasted Tomato SoupSpinach
SoupZucchini SoupBroccoli SoupCauliflower Soup with BasilMushroom SoupCorn
ChowderButternut Squash SoupCarrot SoupSalads, Lunches, and SidesBasic Red Wine
VinaigretteFruit and Vegetable ReductionsSweet basil VinaigretteFruit ReductionsTomato
Eggplant CapreseRoasted Tomato and Eggplant SpreadBeet and Orange saladFennel and
Orange SaladFennel and Pear SaladPoached Pear Salad with WalnutsWaldorf Salad for
TwoThai cucumber saladSautéed Corn and Balsamic Salad"Chef's Salad"Super Low-Cal tuna
and pea saladSome Favorite SnacksCrab stuffed flounder with Wasa crumbsSeared Wasabi
soy ginger tuna steakAbout the Author:Appendix: Calorie CounterIntroductionWhen dieting I
always have the best results when I keep at or under 1000 calories a day. If, for example, you are
burning 2000 calories a day in your normal activities, and you are eating 1000, this will equal
approximately 2 pounds a week of weight loss, which most nutritionists will say is what you can
safely lose. It is important to note that I am not a nutritionist, so before embarking on any diet I
would recommend speaking with your doctor to make sure it will be healthy for you.The way I
approach dieting is as a realist. I know that I will not be satisfied unless I get to experience a lot
of chewing and swallowing with a large amount of food volume. The trick is to keep the calories
low while still providing the experience of eating a lot of food, and it is not easy. Those calories
add up quickly if you are staying under 1000 for the day!All of the recipes in this collection come
in under 300 calories. The idea is to provide a varied and satisfying selection that you can mix
and match into 3 or 4 meals for the day while staying under 1000 calories total. I don't believe
that any calorie is more special than any other. It is simply a matter of mathematics. If you
consume 1000 calories and burn 2000 you will lose weight. If those calories come from pasta
then you will be eating a very tiny amount of pasta and will feel deprived. If they come from lean
protein you will be able to eat more and feel less deprived. If they come from low calorie
vegetables you will be able to eat a large amount and not feel deprived at all, giving you an
excellent chance at sticking to your diet.Unless stated all of the recipes serve 2 people and the
calories listed in the ingredients section are the total for both of those people (2 servings). I
always recommend using sea salt and fresh ground pepper in all of these recipes. Ingredients
that have under 5 calories per person are only listed in the final total calories for the meal.Calorie
totals listed at the end of each recipe are per person (1 serving).Zucchini Fettuccine2 large
zucchini 110 calories1 clove garlic1 large ripe tomato, diced 60 caloriesjuice of 1/2 lemon1/2 tsp
salt1/4 tsp freshly ground pepper1/8 cup fresh chopped basil1 second spray of cooking oil 4 tsp
grated Parmesan cheese 50 caloriesTotal: 120 calories per personUsing a vegetable peeler peel
off as wide and thick strips as you can from all sides of the zucchini until you get to the core with
the seeds. Next, slice these strips into fettuccine width noodles. Heat a non-stick saute pan to



medium high, spray with cooking oil spray. Add zucchini noodles and garlic. Cook for about 1
minute. Add tomato, salt, pepper, basil and lemon juice. Cook for an additional 5 minutes on
medium. Top with Parmesan cheese and serve.Zucchini Fettuccine with Roasted Eggplant Basil
PestoThe Pesto1 large eggplant, peeled 115 calories2 second spray of cooking oil 10 calories2
cups loosely packed fresh basil2 cloves garlicjuice of 1 lemon1 teaspoon salt1/2 teaspoon
freshly ground pepperdash smoked paprika and cayenne pepper4 tsp grated Parmesan
cheese 50 caloriesTotal: 90 calories for the pestoPeel the eggplant then dice it into 2 inch
pieces. Roast on a cookie sheet sprayed with cooking oil at 360 degrees for around 20 minutes
or until very tender. Let the eggplant cool. Add all ingredients to a food processor or blender and
puree until smooth.Follow the same directions as in the previous recipe, adding the pesto in
place of the fresh basil when you add the tomato.Total: 210 Calories for the entire dish
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Mike Billington author of Murder in the Rainy Season, “Eating light doesn't have to be boring.... I
am a single man of a certain age so I do a lot of cooking at home.The truth is, I actually enjoy
everything about making (and eating) my own meals; from shopping for fruits, vegetables, meat,
and fish to actually slicing, dicing, and seasoning my creations. For several years now I've also
baked a lot of my own bread, made my own pizza dough, and created some pretty interesting
cakes from scratch.Apparently, however, my cooking hasn't always loved me back.Now that I'm
pushing 70 my doctor has told me to cut down on red meat, stop using liberal amounts of salt to
season my food, reduce my daily sugar intake to a shade above zero, and lose 40 pounds or
face the consequences (all of which sound gruesome.)As a result, I went looking for recipes that
would help me do that without forcing me to eat food that tastes a lot like cardboard.(I mean,
what's the point of living a long time if you can't eat food that tastes good? No point, really... at
least as far as I'm concerned.)Thankfully, Vanessa Kittle has come to my rescue. Her cookbook
entitled "Less than 300 Calorie Meals" has allowed me to prepare some very interesting - and
flavorful - meals that keep not only my doctor but me happy as well. If asked to sum it up, I'd say
her recipes prove that eating light doesn't have to be boring.I should be clear about two things,
however. First, I don't make every meal according to this cookbook's directions. Instead, I usually
make only one or two a week. The reason for that is simple: I have collected many low-calorie
recipes over the years and have learned how to trim down some of my own more extravagant
ones. Kittle's book is a welcome addition to my cookbook collection but it's not my only source
for recipes.Second: This is probably not a book for everyone because it has a limited number of
recipes (it's a small book) and is designed for those that are cooking for no more than two
people. The food is tasty and the ingredients are not so exotic that it's impossible to find them
(even here in Spain where it can be difficult to find some things that are commonplace in the
States) but if you're cooking for a family of five with varying appetites I'm not sure this book will
do you much good.That said, I have used this book to make some truly excellent meals over the
past few months and have no trouble recommending it to people who would like to lower their
daily calorie intake while still eating delicious food.”

J.D., “Book with easy-to-cook, low-calorie meal recipes.. Calorie is necessary for providing
energy for the body but eating too much of it can cause serious problems. It is always healthy to
intake food with the recommended count of calories daily. This book explained why counting
calories is necessary especially when you are trying to lose weight. Watching your calories
would let you know how many of it you may need to burn when working out.The recipes in this
book made it easier for me make low calorie meals without actually counting the calories, I will
just have to make sure I have the right amount of ingredients and follow the instructions. If you
are looking for meals that can make you full without the guilt, this book is for you. Short book but
very useful!”



Teri S, “The recipes are delicious and they inspire me. I like this book a lot. The recipes inspire
me to cook from a different perspective. Instead of creating a meal I love and eating very little of
it due to the calories, I am making meals that are infused with flavor and are low calories. I love
the zucchini fettuccini with shrimp. I am able to satisfy my tastebuds AND my appetite.”

Dawn Hatch, “Simple and tasty recipies. When you get tired with your food plan this book offers
pleasant surprises. Easy to prepare recipes for the dieter.”

lettetia, “Five Stars. Very tasty recipes with fewer calories than one would expect.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “But the recipes are really easy and looks like they'll be filling as well I'm ....
I was sure this was going to be the usual. But the recipes are really easy and looks like they'll be
filling as well  I'm looking forward to trying them.”

The book by Vanessa Kittle has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 13 people have provided feedback.
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